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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0642982A1] A two-part container closure, consisting of a cap part (10), which can be fixed on the container and has a passage opening,
and a rocker lever which is fastened on the cap part so as to be pivotable between a first and a second position by means of a bearing arrangement
and has a passage aligned with the passage opening of the cap part in the first position of the rocker lever, whereas the passage opening in
the second position of the rocker lever is sealed off by the latter, the bearing arrangement comprising a pair of bearing journals which protrude
on both sides of the rocker lever and engage in bearing depressions (23), aligned with said bearing journals, with tapered insertion openings
(24) on the opposite side walls of a recess (11) in which the rocker lever is essentially held in the second position. The bearing arrangement
furthermore comprises complementary catch projections and catch hollows (29), which are aligned with one another and can be brought into locking
engagement with one another, on the bearing journals and bearing depressions (23) respectively, thus forming the axis of rotation about which
the rocker lever can be pivoted. Each bearing depression (23) is formed at least along a part of its circumference by a web-shaped moulding (27),
extending from the insertion opening (24), on the side wall (13) of the recess (11). <IMAGE>
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